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INTRODUCTION

•Middle and High School are both important and pivotal 
moments in a student’s life.

•Along with meeting friends and creating fun memories, the 
increasing work demands and expectations from students can 
become stressful.

•It is even more stressful managing it all during a global 
pandemic, where students are learning virtually.



INTRODUCTION

•Young people may not recognize signs of stress or know how 
to respond appropriately.

•Parents can offer valuable assistance and provide empathy 
and understanding.

•By knowing what to listen to, watch for and by seeking out 
opportunities to engage in conversation with your child, you 
can help them be able to better manage life’s challenges.



OVERVIEW AND OBJECTIVES

• Understanding the definition of stress

• Identify common sources of stress (Stressors) in 
students

• Recognizing common symptoms of stress 

Overview of 
Stress

• Recognize the link between thoughts, behavior, and 
emotion

• Understand roles in stress creation and reduction, in 
relation to helping your child

Understanding 
Stress Creation 
and Reduction

• Reviewing different tools and strategies to introduce 
to or work with your child to help manage their 
stress

Strategies to Help 
Manage Your 
Child’s Stress



PART 1 –
OVERVIEW 

OF  STRESS

Objectives:

• Understand the definition of 
stress

• Identify common sources of 
stress (Stressors)

• Recognizing common symptoms 
of stress 



DEFINITION OF STRESS

• Stress:
• Is a physical, mental or emotional response to events that causes 

bodily effects, includes physically and mentally
• Comes from a situation or a thought that makes someone feel 

frustrated, nervous, anxious or angry
• Can be a good thing
• Moderate levels of stress may actually improve performance and 

efficiency

• Can also be harmful
• May cause an unproductive anxiety level

Harmful Stress:
This is the kind of stress that would be helpful to limit and learn to 

manage in a healthy way



IDENTIFYING STRESSORS

Situations, activities, and relationships 
that cause ‘trauma’ to one’s physical, 

emotional, or psychological self



COMMON STUDENT STRESSORS

•School

•Work

•Family

•Relationships

•Finances

•Health/illness

•Environment



RESEARCH

(Blazer, 2010)



COMMON SYMPTOMS OF STRESS

Cognitive: Emotional:

Memory problems

Inability to concentrate

Continuous worry

Racing thoughts

Feeling Down

Feeling overwhelmed

Irritability (short temper)

Inability to relax 

Physical: Behavioral:

Excessive Perspiration 

Chest pains/elevated heart rate

Frequent colds/illness

Nausea, dizziness or headaches

Increase/decrease appetite

Nervous habits 

Difficulty/irregular sleeping

Being withdrawn



RECOGNIZE WHEN YOUR CHILD IS STRESS

•It is important to recognize and identify when your child is 
experiencing one or more of these symptoms.

•While negative behavior is not always linked to excessive stress, 
negative changes in behavior are almost always a clear 
indication that something is wrong. 

• Adults will want to pay attention to these behaviors and determine an 
appropriate response or intervention.



PART 2 –
UNDERSTANDING 

STRESS 
CREATION AND 

REDUCTION

Objectives:

• Recognize the link between 
thoughts, behavior, and emotion

• Understand roles in stress creation 
and reduction, in relation to 
helping your child



THE LINK BETWEEN
THOUGHTS, BEHAVIOR, AND EMOTION 

Your thoughts impact your behavior:

•Stress comes from our perception of the situation

•Sometimes we are right in our perceptions, sometimes we 
are wrong and possibly overreact or react 
inappropriately.

•There are common unhelpful patterns of thinking, or 
cognitive distortions.



COGNITIVE DISTORTIONS:
UNHELPFUL PATTERNS OF THINKING

All or Nothing Thinking Overgeneralization

Jumping to Conclusions Filtering out the Positive

Emotional Reasoning Magnification or Minimization

‘Should’ Statements Personalization

(Beck, 1995)



SO, WHAT CAN I DO TO HELP?
YOUR ROLE:

As parents, you can’t completely protect your 

children from stressful situations, but there are 

strategies you can introduce and use to support 

your child’s mental health.

I will go over some tips and strategies that you 

and your child can reflect on to help manage 

their stress.



ADJUST YOUR EXPECTATIONS

Especially with the pandemic impacting our 
“normalcy”, it’s important to adjust some of your 
expectations based on how your child is feeling.

Letting go of the idea that everyone should be on 
their best behavior can make things a little easier on 
you and your children alike.

It is important to help work through the challenges 
your child is facing. 



EMPATHIZE WITH THEIR FEELINGS

Clearly validating your child’s emotions can make 
a big difference, even when you can’t solve the 
problem.

You might say, “It seems like you’re really 
sad about the argument you had with your friend. I 
know how much they mean to you.” 

Give your child space to talk about what’s 
upsetting them, and don’t rush to fix their difficult 
emotions.



YOUR CHILD’S ROLE IN THEIR STRESS 
REDUCTION

•Helping your child recognize that thoughts 
impact their behavior and emotions

•Helping them focus on what is in their control 
versus out of their control

•Keep a flexible and revolving door approach 
to the types of activities or strategies they 
choose to reduce stress



THOUGHT-BEHAVIOR-EMOTION CYCLE



THE ROLE OF CONTROL IN STRESS REDUCTION

FOCUS on 
what is IN their control

Examples of areas in their control:

• Their ability to prioritize work & 
personal obligations

• Their reactions to events and people

• Their thoughts

Focusing on areas in their control 
results in:

• Feeling empowered

• Feeling relief

Put ASIDE
what is OUT of their control

Examples of areas outside of their 
control:

• How people respond to them

• Other people’s feelings

Focusing on areas outside of their 
control results in:

• Feeling hopeless

• Feeling anxious

• Feeling STRESSED



PART 3 –
STRATEGIES TO 
HELP MANAGE 
YOUR CHILD’S 

STRESS

Objective:

• Reviewing different tools and 
strategies to introduce to or work 
with your child to help manage 
their stress 



COPING STRATEGIES TO REDUCE STRESS

What is a coping strategy?

• Process of managing stressful situations

•Deliberate and planned approach

•Goal: reduce, tolerate, or minimize stress and symptoms

• Individualized

Create a coping strategy toolbox

•A real or imaginary “box” collecting coping strategies 
that are successful for you



USING A STRESS LOG 

Stress Log

•Helps identify and understand your stress experiences

•Builds awareness of how you react to stress

•Reveals common themes or circumstances associated with 
your experience of and reaction to stress

• Informs your next steps in learning how to manage stress 
based on your strengths and challenges

(CECMHC, 2019)



KEEPING A STRESS LOG

There are a number of steps for keeping 
and making use of a stress log

Record stressors within a time period and 
rate your stress response

Review the types of stressors 
experienced, the response, their 
frequency, and any common themes 

Note Next Steps including strengths, 
challenges, and plans to improve stress 
management in next steps

(CECMHC, 2019)









RELAXATION 
TECHNIQUES

Controlled or Deep Breathing

Simple, but effective! Can be done any 
time anywhere

Controlled breathing helps us to calm 
down

To keep thoughts calm and relaxed 
while breathing, introduce the words 
“calm” or “relax” while breathing out

Imagine your other thoughts floating 
away in a balloon



RELAXATION TECHNIQUES

Progressive Muscle Relaxation

•Useful for relaxing the muscles when they feel 
tight because of emotional stress

•Progressive Muscle Relaxation provides the 
most optimal relaxation

• Chair Technique

• Standing Technique 

*Key: tensing a group of muscles, hold in a 
state of extreme tension for a few seconds, 
relax the muscles

•More Relaxation Techniques from Very Well 
Mind

https://www.verywellmind.com/tips-to-reduce-stress-3145195


MENTAL TECHNIQUES

Thought Stopping

•Helps break the cognitive distortion cycle

•Gets you back on track

*Key: Notice your thoughts, use a trigger word/phrase to stop 
the thought

•Replace with a more helpful, positive thought

Example:  “There is no point in trying”

STOP!

“ This situation could be easier if I first 

talked with/if I did ….”



MENTAL TECHNIQUES

Positive Self-Statements

• Practice saying repetitive positive and motivating 
statements in reaction to your thoughts

•Examples of positive statements:

• I am smart! I work hard! I always do my best.

Examples of positive thought replacements:

• Instead of:  “ I need to be perfect, or I fail.”

•Replace with: “I did a great job reviewing this new lesson!”



COMMUNICATION TECHNIQUES

Active Listening

•Builds relationships and sends a message of respect for 
the thoughts and experiences of others.

•Involves listening to the content of the conversation as well 
as feelings and non-verbal cues within the message

•Instead of:

•Speaker: I finally finished all of my work.

•Listener:  Oh good, now you can help clean up.

•Active Listener:  You must feel relieved, that was a lot of 
work.



COMMUNICATION TECHNIQUES

Effective Feedback

•Is fact-based observation of what is going well 

•Describes changes in the future as “next steps” rather than 
criticism

•Ends with praise or encouragement

•Example of effective feedback as a “praise sandwich”:

•Nice job speaking loud and clear.

•Next time, you might think about using more eye contact.

•I really liked your conclusion. 



EVERYDAY STRATEGIES TO REDUCE STRESS

• Eat a well- balanced diet; drink fluids low in sugar, calories, and 

caffeine; have healthy snacks; and drink water! 

• Sleep well!

• Exercise: any activity that you find enjoyable

• Create time each day to decompress

• Talk with friends, peers; avoid gossip and hurtful conversations

• Write in a journal.

• Pair enjoyable activities or tasks with less enjoyable activities or tasks

• Reward yourself for a job well done!

(CECMHC, 2019)



FREE APPS

There are multiple resources through your child’s electronic 
device to help them manage their stress right at their fingertips:

•Complete Relaxation: Guided Meditation for a Happy, Stress 
Free Life

•The Mindfulness App

•Calm – Meditate, Sleep, Relax

•OmVana – Meditation for Everyone



RIVER BEND’S 
COUNSELING 

STAFF

Ms. Kathryn Dober – 6th grade 
School Counselor & Lead Counselor

Ms. Maria Powers – 7th grade 
School Counselor

Ms. Katharine Smorodin – 8th grade 
School Counselor

Ms. Sherri Robinson – Special 
Programs Counselor

Ms. Sadaf Khan – School Social 
Worker

Ms. Danayer Mann – School 
Psychologist

mailto:kathryn.dober@lcps.org
mailto:maria.powers@lcps.org
mailto:katharine.smorodin@lcps.org
mailto:Sherrilene.Robinson@lcps.org
mailto:sadaf.khan@lcps.org
mailto:danayer.mann@lcps.org


LCPS MENTAL HEALTH 
RESOURCES

LCPS offers plenty of tools 
and resources on the

Mental Health & Community 
Resources For Families

webpage. 

Virtual Calming Room: 
https://sites.google.com/lcps.

org/virtual-calming-
room/home

https://www.lcps.org/Page/228226
https://sites.google.com/lcps.org/virtual-calming-room/home


CONCLUSION

•As parents, you cannot prevent stressful situations from 
happening all the time to your child.

•Children learn from their own choices and it is normal for 
your child to go through situations and feel emotions.

•However, it is up to you as the parent to recognize and 
identify when your child is not managing their stress 
appropriately and help them get back on track.

•Introduce the various tools and strategies that they can 
learn to implement on their own or you can work with them.

THANK YOU! ☺
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